The plasticity of estrogen receptor-DNA complexes: binding affinity and specificity of estrogen receptors to estrogen response element half-sites separated by variant spacers.
The consensus estrogen response element (cERE) contains a palindromic sequence of two 6-base pair (bp) half-sites separated by a spacer size of 3bp. This study investigates the extent to which estrogen receptors, ERalpha and ERbeta can bind target sequences not considered as conventional EREs. We determined the effect of spacer size (n=0-4) on the binding affinity and conformation of ERalpha and ERbeta in these complexes and the effect of HMGB1 on the complexation. We find (1) both receptors bind similarly and with progressively reduced affinity to cEREn, as n differs from 3; (2) however, both receptors bind as strongly to the cERE with no spacer (cERE0) as to cERE3; (3) HMGB1 enhances ER binding affinity in all complexes, resulting in strong and comparable binding affinities in all complexes examined; (4) the full-length ER binding differs strikingly from similar binding studies for the ER DNA binding domain (ERDBD), with the full-length ER dimer exhibiting strong binding affinity, enormous plasticity and retaining binding cooperativity as the spacer size varies; (5) both protease digestion profiles and monoclonal antibody binding assays indicate the conformation of the receptor in the ER/ERE complex is sensitive to the spacer size; (6) the ER/cERE0 complex appears to be singularly different than the other ER/cEREn complexes in binding and conformation. This multifaceted approach reinforces the notion of the plasticity in ER binding and leads to the hypothesis that in most cases, the minimum requirement for estrogen receptor binding is the ERE half-site, in which one or more cofactors, such as HMGB1, can cooperate to decrease ER binding specificity, while increasing its binding affinity.